SALIENT FEATURES OF THE SCHOOL
1.

Classes Nursery-XII in co-educational system.

2.

Affiliated with Central Board of Secondary Education, Delhi.

3.

An ISO 9001: 2015 certified, UNESCO ASPnet accredited school
& the Winner of prestigious International School Award conferred
by British Council.

4.

Qualified & motivated teachers with perfect blend of knowledge,
quality, culture and patience.

5.

Provides all the ultra modern facilities to enable the students to
learn well and face the challenges of the competitive world.

6.

Creates awareness of the rich tradition & culture among students.

7.

Organizes outdoor training programmes & adventure camps for
students to generate
confidence and dynamism in their
personality to face the challenges of the competitive life.

8.

Organizes morning assembly and prayer, before conducting the
regular classes, daily. In the assembly, students present News,
Speech, Thought for the Day, Quiz etc. School also imparts moral
teachings based on ethical values. Special assemblies are also
organized with cultural activities on special occasions.

9.

Facilitates intensive training inputs for improving reading, writing
and speaking abilities of the students with regular Weekly Tests &
assignments.

10.

Maintains well-furnished & centrally air-conditioned library which
accommodates more than 180 users at a time and has around
28790 books & 58 magazines.

11.

Maintains well equipped laboratories viz. Physics Lab, Chemistry
Lab, Biology Lab, Composite Science Lab, Mathematics Lab,
Language Lab etc.

12.

Maintains well air-conditioned computer labs providing one
computer for each student during the computer period.

13.

Conducts free medical check-up for all the students at regular
intervals.

14.

Enables and provides every student the opportunity to participate
in various National Level Exams or Competitions for their
exposure to the greater competitive world.

15.

Offers personalized guidance and counselling.

16.

Offers smart class-room facility.

17.

CCTV cameras have also been installed at different locations in
the premises of the school for safety and security of all
concerned.

18.

Provides bus facility to the students and staff commuting from
distant places. All the school buses have been furnished with
CCTV cameras.

